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The HEB at Flat Top:
Arranging for the HEB to Collider Beam Transfer

D. J. Larson

Abstract

The flat tGp for the High Energy Booster (HEB) is planned to last for only 6.5 seconds, yet
during this time the beam must be made to: 1) have the correct central momentum; 2) have the
correct bunch-to-bunch spacing; 3) have the correct central phase; and 4) have the correct
momentum spread and longitudinal length. All of these attributes must match what the Collider
expects or unwanted emittance growth will occur. This paper outlines the techniques necessary to

achieve a proper HEB-to-Collider beam transfer within the 6.5 s time constraint. A novel means
for cogging is proposed and evaluated. The hardware necessary to implement the beam
manipulation and to achieve the four goals is specified, and tolerances on the hardware are
evaluated.

Key WordLs:High Energy Booster, HEB, flat top, longitudinal dynamics, cogging, bunch
rotation, rf, phase locking, bucket manipulations.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Transfer of the protons from the High Energy Booster (HEB) to the Collider involves four
conditions that must be met at flat top relevant to longitudinal dynamics:

1. The momentum of the protons must be at a level appropriate for storage in
. the collider.

PHEB= PCOLLIDER. (1)

2. The bunch separation must be the same in the HEB as it is in the Collider so that each
bunch sees the correct phase of the rf voltage when it recirculates around the
Collider.

Z_HEB =AScoLLIDER . (2)

3. Each bunch must be transferred at the correct time so that it occupies its correct place
within the Collider. (This third issue of correct timing for the center of the bunches
is temaed "cogging.")

4. The momentum spread and longitudinal length of the proton bunches must be
adjusted just before they leave the HEB so that they match into the longitudinal
environment of the Collider. (A "bunch rotation" must be done that shortens the
longitudinal length and increases the momentum spread of the proton beam just prior
to ejection from the HEB.)

Since any given machine operates poorest at its lowest momentum, the machine that ejects the
beam must be assigned the responsibility for preparing the appropriate beam characteristics prior
to ejection. Thus, just prior to ejection from the HEB, beam manipulations within the HEB must be
done so that the above four criteria are met simultaneously.

2.0 AN OVERVIEW OF THE HEB CYCLE

Since the Super Collider is designed to collide proton bunches with other proton bunches,
some proton bunches must circulate around the Collider clockwise (CW), while other proton
bunches must circulate counter-clockwise (CCW). In order to provide both CW and CCW beams,
the HEB has been designed as a bipolar device. During one half of the HEB cycle protons will be
accelerated CW, and during the other half of the HEB cycle the magnetic fields will all be
reversed, with protons accelerated CCW.

During injection of the protons from the Medium Energy Booster (MEB), the magnetic field
will remain constant. Injection from the MEB will take 20 s.

The majority of the cycle time of the HEB is used to ramp the superconducting magnets, as the
current within the magnets can only be changed at a limited rate. During the acceleration of the

proton beam, the proton momentum increases, and the magnetic field required to keel_ the beam
contained increases. The increase in the magnetic field from the injection level to the extraction
level requires 100 s. At the end of the 100-s acceleration cycle the magnetic field remains cons_ant
for 6.5 s. It is this 6.5-s interval, called the "flat top," that can be used for the beam manipulations
required for the HEB to Collider beam transfer.



The entire HEB magnet cycle is shown in Figure 1. In addition to the portions already
discussed, there is a magnetic downramp that takes 112 s, a 2.5-s pause at zero magnetic field, and
a 10.5-s ramp to achieve the proper field for the next injection. Only the transitions to and from the
pause at zero are done instantly. Parabolas of 1.5-s duration link the other various linear portions of
the field.
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Figure1. TheHEBMagnetRamp.

3.0 GETTING THE MOMENTUM RIGHT

In order to get the momentum right, the beam must simply be accelerated to the correct value.
This will be done during the initial ramp.

4.0 GETTING THE BUNCH TO BUNCH SPACING RIGHT

Within any synchrotron the particles will have a revolution frequency determined by their
velocity divided by the circumference of the machine,

fo = v/C . (3)

The rf frequency of the acceleration cavity is set to be an integral multiple of the revolution
frequency so that the center of the proton bunch will always experience the same phase of the rf on
each revolution. The value of the integer multiplier is called the harmonic number, h, of the
machine.

fRF = hfo . (4)



In principle there could be up to h bunches recirculating in each machine. The space in longi-
tudinal phase space capable of containing protons is called a bucket. The rf frequency of the Col-
lider has been chosen to be six times greater than that of the HEB. Hence, only every sixth bucket
in the Collider will contain particles. Therefore the bunch separations in the HEB and Collider are
determined by the following expressions.

ASHEB - CHEB/hHEB ; ASCOLLIDER= 6 x CCOLLIDERIhcoLLIDER. (5)

Ifallofthebunchesaretobetransferredcorrectly,thebunch-to-bunchseparationintheHEB
atejection,ASHEB,mustbe equaltothesix-bucketseparationintheCollider,ASCOLLIDER.At first
glanceitmightappeardifficulttoarrangeequalitybetweenthebunchspacingintheHEB andthe
bucketspacingin theCoIIider.Some smallvalueof constructionerrorsisinevitableduring
construction,andtherefore,eventhoughthemachinedesignusestheappropriatevalues,inreality
therewillbe some error.It is,however,relativelystraightforwardto correctfor small
circumferenceconstructionerrors.

Whilethephysicalcircumferenceofa trajectorythroughthecenteroftheinstalledmagnets
willcontainanerror,itispossibletomove theparticletrajectoriesradiallyawayfromthecenterof
theinstalledmagnets.Iftheradiusof theparticletrajectoryismoved outward(inward)the
circumferenceoftheparticletrajectorywillbe increased(decreased).Itisimportanttonotethat
onecannotmove theparticletrajectorytoofarradially,asthemagneticfieldqualitydeterioratesas
one moves away fromthecenter.But some adjustmentoftheparticletrajectorycanbe doneby
radialdisplacement.Thisradialdisplacementisaccomplishedby arrangingthebeam energytobe
slightlydifferentthanthevaluerequiredtohavethebeam centered.

The bunchspacingintheHEB canbe made equaltothesix-bucketseparationintheCoIlider
towithina verysmallerrorby simplyphaselockingtheffcavitiesoftheHEB andCollidertoa
constantrelativephaseso thatthefffrequencyoftheHEB isexactlysixtimeslessthantherf
frequencyoftheColIider.Thisisclearlyseenwhen oneappreciatesthatthebucketseparationis
equaltotheparticlevelocitydividedby thefffrequency.

As = C/h = vlhfo = v/fRF • (6)

Since the particle velocity remains constant during the transfer, locking the ratio of rf

frequencies to six leaves the six-bucket separation in the Collider equal to the HEB bunch
separation up to an accuracy determined by the locking technique. This leads to a bunch separation
in the HEB that is equal to the appropriate bunch separation in the Collider.

Thus, a simple phase locking of the HEB and Collider rf cavities results in identical bunch
separations in the two machines in spite of construction errors. In reality one does not choose the rf
frequency to be an integer multiple of the revolution frequency, rather there is just an rf frequency
and a series of magnets that act to return the beam. If the circumference of the particle trajectories,
which is determined by the magnets, leads to a condition where the revolution frequency is equal
to the rf frequency divided by an integer, the particles will all remain in phase with the rf cavity. In
the case of the nonaccelerating buckets that exist during the beam transfer, this phase is
180 degrees so that the particle energy does not change. But, if the magnets determine a return
path that leads to a revolution frequency slightly greater (less) than the rf frequency divided by
the harmonic number, the particles will arrive too early (late) on the next rf cycle. If the particles
arrive too early (late) they will see an electric field in the cavity that is accelerating (decelerating).
An accelerating (decelerating) electric field will increase (decrease) the particle trajectory,
resulting in a revolution frequency closer to the rf frequency divided by the harmonic number.
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This is the same process that is responsible for phase stability in particle accelerators. The phase
stable region will always be established at a circumference that leads to a revolution frequency, fo,
that is equal to the rf frequency, f_, divided by some integer, h. !

If the beam is accelerated in a way where it always arrives at the rf cavity at the correct time,
the revolution frequency will always be equal to the rf frequency divided by the harmonic number.
If the rf frequency reached at the fiat top is not six times less than the rf frequency of the Collider,
the rf frequency will need to be changed in order to phase lock it. For Eq. (4) to remain valid
during a change in fRF, f0 must also change. IffR F is changed slowly enough, the required change
in f0 will occur automatically. If the frequency needs to be increased (decreased) to phase lock it,
on each turn the particles will arrive at the rf cavity a little too late (early) and they will be slightly
decelerated. A slight deceleration of the particles causes their frequency to be slightly increased.
By continuing this process the energy and hence, revolution frequency of the particles can be
changed until it is at the correct value. This is clearly the reason that phase locking of the rf
cavities results in identical bunch separationsmthe beam energy in the HEB is changed during the
process until the circumference of the particle trajectories exactly matches what is needed.

4.1. Longitudinal Dynamics Associated With Changing the Rf Frequency

The above discussion is qualitative. The rf frequency is said to be changed "slowly," and the
amount of acceleration and deceleration resulting from such changes is not quantitatively
evaluated. A quantitative evaluation of this process will now be done.

At flat top, before any change of frequency, the s,jnchronous particle will have a revolution
frequency off0 =fR_h, and it will pass through the rf cavity with a phase _ = 180, and therefore the
synchronous particle will have no increase in energy on each pass at fiat top. If now the rf
frequency is changed linearly over time by an amount

_fRF = BSt, (7)

a particle will need to undergo an energy change to stay synchronous. In order for a particle to
remain synchronous with the now changing rf frequency it is necessary that the revolution
frequency of such a particle change by

8f0 = 8fRFIh = (B/h)St. (8)

The original revolution frequency is given above in Eq. (3) as

fo = vlC , (3)

and, as shown elsewhere (for one derivation see Reference 1),

8fRF/fRF = 8foIfo = 8vlv - 8ClC = -'q_-2(SEIEs) (9)



where rl = yt-2 - y-2 and 13= vlc. Here c is the speed of light, y = (1 - J32)-1/2 and Ytis equal to the
transition energy of the machine in rest-mass units. Therefore, to remain synchronous, a particle
must experience an energy change of

8E s = -Es_28foIrlfo = -Es_2BStHIhfo (1O)

or,

8EslSt = _Es _2BIrl hfo . (11)

Assuming a voltage across the gap of the rf cavity of Vsin0, the energy gained by a particle dur-
ing one transit of the machine will be QVsin0, and since the particles go around once every lifo s,
the energy gained per unit time is

8El_t = foQ VsinO_. (12)

Equating expressions (11) and (12) for the synchronous particle results in the definition of a
synchronous phase associated with a linear change in frequency

sinOs = -Esf_2 BIrlhQ Vfo2 . (13)

Therefore, starting a linear change in frequency has the effect of creating an accelerating or
decelerating bucket around the synchronous phase given in Eq. (13).

(Note that a nonlinear frequency change program could also be used. Such a program would
result in a synchronous phase still defined by Eq. (13) provided that B = 8fmJSt is used, where B is
no longer a constant but must be evaluated throughout the frequency change program. This results
in an ever-changing value for Os which is a more complicated case for analysis than is presented
here.)

4.2 Adiabatic Change in the Rf Frequency

A quantitative estimate of the effect of phase locking in the presence of construction errors is
now possible. Again referring to Eq. (6)

As = CIh = vlhfo = VlfRF , (6)

it is seen that the bunch spacing depends on the circumference of the particle trajectory within

the machine. Assuming the beam will be kept in the center of the machine magnets during
acceleration, construction errors will lead to a circumference slightly different than the design

value. The present survey accuracy is expected to result in a circumference error of 8CIC =
1 x 10-7, which would lead to a bunch separation error of 8AslAs = 1 x 10-7, which can be

corrected by changing the rf frequency by an amount 8fRFIfRF = -1 X 10-7. (Actually, 8C/C

= yt-2_plp, 5vlv = _Splp, and _fRFIfRF= 8vlv - 8CIC. At flat top in the HEB Yt= 2000 and y =
34.475, so to a very good approximation 8fRF/fRF =-8CIC at fiat top in the HEB.) Thus the

required frequency change is 8fRF= -1 X 10-7fRF. Setting the amount of time required for the
frequency change as a variable, 8t ---x, the coefficient B is

B = 8fRFISt = - 1 x 10-7 &Fix, (14)



and therefore the synchronous phase determined by Eq. (13) is

sin_s = -Es_2BII"IhQVfo 2 = Es_ 21 x lO-71"qxQVfo . (15)

At flat top in the HEB the parameters are approximately Es = 2 x 1012 eV, _ = 1, 1] =
8.4 x 10-4, Q=e, V= 40 000 V, h= 2160,fRF = 60 MHzandfo=faF/h. Forx= 20s, sinOs = 0.01,
or _s = 180 - 0.6 degrees. At flat top the one sigma width of the bunch is 22 degrees, and the phase
space smearing caused by changing the frequency over 20 s to arrange a phase lock is thus
acceptable. But flat top in the HEB is designed to be only 6.5 s and therefore an adiabatic change
in rf frequency cannot be used to lock the phase at flat top.

4.3 Nonadiabatic Change in the Rf Frequency

While a sudden increase in B = 8fRF/St will result in a discontinuous jump of _s, a planned
stepping of B can result in a fast change of ff frequency without incurring longitudinal emittance
growth. This can be done by noting that an initial sudden change from B = 0 to B = C1, where C1is
some arbitrary constant, results in a sudden jump in synchronous phase from t_s0 = 180 to _sl =
180 - 01, where 01 is some arbitrary angle determined through Eq. (13). Since the phase jump
occurs suddenly, the center of the bunch distribution will be at a phase t_ = 180 immedia,ely after
the phase jump, and the center of the bunch distribution will begin to oscillate around _sl. After
one half of a synchrotron oscillation the center of the bunch distribution will be at a phase

= 180 - 201. If, at the moment the center of the bunch distribution reaches _ = 180 - 201, a
second sudden change from B = C1 to B = C2 is made to occur, a sudden jump in synchronous
phase from t_s1 = 180 - 01 to Os2 = 180 - 01 - 02 will follow. By properly choosing C2, 02 = 01
can be arranged leaving t_s2 = 180 - 201 and since the center of the distribution is also at

= 180 - 201, the distribution will now be centered on the new synchronous phase and no
significant longitudinal emittance growth should occur in this process. At this point the frequency
is now increasing at a rate of B = 8fru_lSt = C2, but the goal here is to change the frequency to a
new constant value; therefore it is necessary to reduce B to zero once the proper frequency has

been reached. B can be reduced to zero without much longitudinal phase space growth in the beam
by following the inverse of the process that led to B = C2. At the correct time (determined below)
B must suddenly change from B = C2 to B = C 1, resulting in a sudden jump in synchronous
phase from _s2 = 180 - 201 to _sl = 180 - 01, after one half of a synchrotron period the center of
the beam distribution will be at _ = 180 and when this occurs B must suddenly change from

B = C1 to B = 0, resulting in a sudden jump in synchronous phase from dps1 = 180 - 01 to
Cs0 = 180, and now both the synchronous phase and the center of the bunch distribution are at
_s0 = _ = 180 although the frequency has been changed. Figure 2 shows an illustration of the
frequency change process just described, while Figure 3 shows an "artistic" conception of what
happens to the phase space during the frequency change process.

The above description is qualitative. A quantitative description of the process will now be
done to determine required parameters for stipulated goals. The bucket area is determined by (for
one derivation see Reference 1),

A = (1 - FO'79)I'27(_/_fRF){32EsQVF/I'qlrchF }1/2, where F = sin_s . (16)



Jim Griffin of Fermilab has suggested that it is best to keep the bucket area constant throughout as

much of the HEB operation as possible. Prior to bunch rotation, a value ofA = 3.5 eV-s has been
chosen. Noting that [3,fRl_Es, Irll and h are constant at flat top leads to the conclusion that Eq. (16)
provides a relationship between the synchronous phase, Cs, and the rf voltage, V. The frequency of

synchrotron oscillations is determined by (for one derivation see Reference 1),

fs = O_s/2n= _ol_)(-hrlaVcost_sl2gEs)ll2 . (17)

fRF2 Ah, df/dt = 0

df/dt = C2
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Figure2. Afrequencychangerampthat shouldresultIna minimumof longitudinalemittance
growth. Thefrequencystartsoutat fRF1,andthenat t= 0 beginsIncreasinglinearly
at a ratedfRF/dt=C1.At t = Ts/2the rateof increaseoffrequencyincreasesto
dfRF/dt=C2. At t = TS/2+T2the rateof increaseof frequencydecreasesbackto
dfRF/dt: Cl. At t = Ts + Tathefrequencybecomesconstantagainatthe newvaluefRF2"
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Figure 3. "Artistic" conception of longitudinal phase space evolution during the frequency change
program depicted in Figure 2. (a) Priorto t = 0 the beam resides in a non-accelerating
bucket with _s = 180. One standard deviation beam size is about 22 degrees.
(b) At t = 0 the rf frequency begins ramping at e rate dfRF/dt = C1,which is equivalent
to the synchronous phase Jumpingto $Sl = 160 and an accelerating bucket Is formed.
(c) One half of a synchrotron period after t = 0, when t = Ts/2, the beam rotates in the
accelerating bucket to be centered at (_= 140. (d) At t = Ts/2the rf frequency ramp
Increases at a new,faster rate, dfRF/dt= C2,which Is equivalent to the synchronous phase
jumping to _s2= 140. A new accelerating bucket is formed and the beam distribution and
synchronous phase are now matched. The beam can be accelerated, and frequency
changed, for an arbitrary amount of time T2. At the end of this arbitrary time the
frequency ramp can decrease back to dfRF/dt= C1(back to picture (c)), remain at that rate
of Increase for half a synchrotron period (back to picture (b)), and then decrease back to
dfRF/dt = 0 (beck to picture (a)). This process should allow a frequency and momentum
change with little longitudinal emittance growth.

The rate of frequency change is determined through B via Eq. (14), and B is determined by

rearranging Eq. (15),

B(_Sl ) = -rlhaVfo2sint_sllEsf5 2 . (18)

The amount of frequency change for the process described here is [B(_sl)]/[2fs(_sl)] (which

is the change during the first half synchrotron oscillation) plus B(_bs2)T 2 (which is the change

occurring during an arbitrary time/'2), plus [B(t_sl)]/[2fs(t_sl)] (which is the change during the

second half synchrotron oscillation), or,

AfRF(t_SI,_s2,T2) = [B(_s1)]/[f's((_S1) ] + B(_s2)T 2 . (19)



In the above expression T2 can take on any value. (Note that T2 = 0 corresponds to the special
case where the center of the beam distribution makes one full synchrotron oscillation in the
accelerating bucket and when the oscillation is complete, and the center of the distribution returns
to _ = 180, _s is suddenly changed to 180.)

The largest possible value for _s corresponds to the case where V is at the limit of the rf
system. For the present HEB design this leads to a maximum deviation of _s from _ of about
40 degrees. Thus, the maximum frequency change possible with very little longitudinal emittance
growth should occur if _s is stepped to _sl = 180 - 20 = 160 degrees, arid one half of a synchrotron
oscillation later _s is stepped to _s2 --"180 - 40 = 140 degrees. Os can remain at 140 degrees for an
arbitrary amount of time, and when the time is right _s can be stepped back to _sl = 160 degrees
for one half a synchrotron period and then stepped to 180 degrees to end the frequency change
process.

A computer code using Eqs. (16), (17) and (18) has been written that evaluates V, Os, fs and B
for various values of the quantity VsinOs. The code assumes values for the remaining variables that
correspond to the situation for HEB at flat top, h = 2160, A = 3.5 eV-sec, Es = 2 x 1012eV, 13 --- 1,

= 8.4 x 10-4, Q = e and fRr, = 60 MHz. For the case of Osl = 160 degrees, V(160) = 160 000 V,
fs(160) = 4 Hz and B(160) = 38.5 Hz 2. For the case of _s2 = 140 degrees, V(140) = 860000 V,
fs(140) = 8.6 Hz and B(140) = 387 Hz2. Therefore, at these maximum values for Osl and Os2 the
frequency change is

AfRF(120,140,T 2) = [38.5 Hz2]/[4 Hz] + 387 Hz2T2 . (20)

The minimum frequency change under these maximum conditions occurs when Tz = 0, and
AfRF(120, 140, 0) = 9.625 Hz. Therefore, if the required frequency change is greater than or equal
to 9.625 Hz, Eq. (20) can be used to determine Tz and the procedure outlined here can be followed
with _sl = 160 degrees and _s2 = 140 degrees. For a required frequency change less than or equal
to 9.625 Hz different values of _sl, _s2 and Te will be needed. The simplest way to choose an
appropriate value of Osl and Os2 for the case where the required frequency change is less than
9.625 Hz is to set Te = 0. Such a choice leaves

AfRF(0Sl,_S2,0) = [B(_sl)]/[fs(_Sl)] = [-fosinCOsll_]/[(-Escost_sllhqQV210] 112. (21)

Since fo, 13,Es, h, _, Q, and 2n are constants at flat top, substituting the required frequency
change Af_ into Eq. (21) thus results in an expression relating V and _. Requiring a constant
bucket area through Eq. (16) results in a second expression relating V and Os. Rearranging Eq. (16)
leaves

V = [Irllnh132EsQ][(nfRFAl_)(1 - 1"°'79)-1'27]2 , where F = sin0s . (22)

Thus, substituting the expression for V in Eq. (22) into Eq. (21) leaves an expression that enables a
determination of the desired Osl required to change the rf frequency by an amount AfRF with a
minimum of longitudinal emittance growth and a minimum of time devoted to the process.

4.4 Getting the Bunch to Bunch Spacing Right - Time Requirement

It is shown above that an adiabatic change in rf frequency is not possible given the assumed
magnitude of frequency change demanded from foreseen construction errors and the amount of

time available at fiat top. However, it is possible to non-adiabatically change the rf frequency by
suddenly changing from the non-accelerating constant frequency associated with fiat top to a
linearly increasing rf frequency. It is shown above that such an operation amounts to suddenly
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changing the synchronous phase. A sudden change in the synchronousphase will result in a
motion of the longitudinalphase space about the new synchronousphase. By waiting until the
longitudinalphase spaceevolves to a thirdstable synchronousphaseand then suddenlychanging
the slope of the rf change, the ff frequencycan be changed with little longitudinal phase space
growth.Reversing the processbrings the slopeof rf change back to zero.

The nonadiabaticchange in ff frequencyproposedis madepossibleby suddenlychanging the
slope of rf frequencychange and the voltage across the rf cavities. As discussed above, there are
two possible cases of rf frequencychange to be considered.Both cases start and end with constant
rf frequenciesbut employ differentrampscenariosto change the rf frequency.

Case I. Required rffrequency change greater than or equal to 9.625 Hz.

In this case threelinear rampsof the rf frequencyare needed.The firstand thi_ rampslast for
one half of a synchrotronperiod. V = 160 000 V and B = 38.5 Hz2 for the first and third rf
frequency ramps. In between the first and third rf frequencyrampsis a second rampwith V =
860 000 V and B = 387 Hz2. The amountof time devoted to the second ramp is found from the
desiredfrequencychange by evaluatingEq. (20).

Case II. Required rffrequency change less than 9.625 Hz.

Inthis case only one linear rampof the rf frequencyis needed,and the temporaldurationof the
ramp is one synchrotronperiod. For this case Eqs. (21) and (22) can be used to determine the
appropriatevalues of V and Os requiredto lead to the desiredfrequencychange. Eq. (18) can be
used to determine the rateof change of the rf frequency.Note that Eqs. (21) and (22) are not
analytically solvable,and either a computercode or a computer-code-generatedlook-up table can
be used to solve the equations.

It is estimated thatconstructionerrorswill result in a need to change the HEB rf frequencyby
about 6 Hz, which falls under Case II. The amount of time to non-adiabaticallyadjust the rf
frequencyunderCase 1I is one synchrotronoscillation period. The longest synchrotron period is
associated with the smallest value of V, and a limiting value for V occurs when no frequency
change is required,calculatedelsewhere1to be 0.5 s.

Getting the bunch spacing right thus consists of: 1) Determiningthe amount of frequency
change requiredto makefRFHES= (1/6)f_COL;2) Changingfp,i.-HEBto the correct value via either
Case I or Case II as appropriate;and 3) Locking theHEB and Colliderrf frequenciesto a constant
relativephaseoncefR_s = (1/6)f_COL.The maximum timeneededto change the frequency(and
get the bunch spacing right) is thus the maximum synchrotronperiod, calculated elsewhere1to
be0.5 s.

4.5 An Alternative Way of Getting the Bunch to Bunch Spacing Right

Up to now it hasbeen assumedthat the beam is kept in the centerof the HEB magnetsright up
to fiat top. Since constructionerrors will result in a circumferenceslightly differentthan what is
needed for phase locking the HEB and Collider rf cavities to a constant relative phase, it is
necessary to move the beam radially in order to achieve the locking. Therefore, the desired
positionof the beam at fiat top will not be in the centerof the HEB magnets,but rathersomeplace
else. During commissioningof the HEB-to-Colliderbeam transfer it will become apparentjust
how much radial displacement is needed to exactly match the HEB-to-CoUidercircumference.
Ratherthankeeping the beam in the centerof the magnetsthroughoutthe HEB cycle until fiattop,
it will be easier to simply allow the beam to drift over to the eventual correct (off center) place
during each HEB cycle. Thus, the electronics can be set to assure that the HEB and Collider are
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locked to a constant relative phase simply by programmingthe beam to drift an appropriate
amount away from centerduring the acceleration cycle. This latterapproach will almost certainly
by used in actual operation, but one purpose of this note is to evaluate the alternatives, one of
which is discussed in Sections4.1 through4.4.

5.0 GETTING THE TIMING OF THE TRANSFER RIGHT - COGGING

Since the Collideris about a factor of eight largerthan the HEB,and yetthe bunch separations
in the two machines are the same, it will takeeight batchesof protonsto fill the Colliderin both the
clockwise and counterclockwise directions.(A total of sixteen batches must be transferred.)Each
batch of protonsmust go into the Collider in the correctplace. (If a batch is sent into a place where
another batch was sent previously, the previous batch will be expelled from the Collider.) The
process of getting the timing correct so that each batch will go into the correct place is called
cogging.

In practicenot all of the places capableof storing particleswill actually contain particles.Each
machine must kick the particles into the next machine, and it takes a certain small amount of time
to turn on the physical apparatus that does the kicking. No particles should be within the kicking
apparatus when it is not fully on or off, since any particles not completely kicked will hit
something somewhere and cause unnecessary radiation. For this reason there are gaps in the
stream of protons.The goal of the cogging process is to set the timing of the recirculationso that
the first bunch of protons immediately following the gap will be transferredto the correctplace
within the Collider.

In additionto getting the timing correctfor the transferof the firstproton bunch,it is required
that the other bunches in the transferredbatch also be transferred at the correct time. This will
automaticallybe accomplished if the bunch separation in the HEB exactly matches the six-bucket
separation in the Collider.A propersetting of the bunch separation can be done by equating the rf
frequency of the HEB to one sixth of the rf frequency of the CoUider,as just discussed in
Section 4.

The cogging process actually involves two sub-processes. A coarse cogging must be done so
that the firstproton bunch is timedso that it will be transferredinto the correct 144-bunchregion
of the Collider.A fine cogging must be done so that the firstproton bunch is transferredinto the
specific single bucket (out of the 144) and exact phase that is desired.

5.1 Coarse Cogging for the HEB to Colilder Transfer

Figure 4 is helpful in describing the goal of the cogging process. (Figure 4 has been copied
from SSC-N-685, aka SSCL-A-5, a note prepared by Jack Peterson and Miguel Furman.) The
position of the firstbunch to be transferredfrom the HEB (A) could be anywherein the ring at the
time the desiredposition within the Collider (B)reaches the transferpoint. The goal of the cogging
is to align A and B so that a kickercan be energizedto completely and correctly transferthe beam.

The circumferenceof the Collideris CCOLLIDEg= 87 120 m. The circumferenceof the HEB is
Cm_B= 10 800 m. Since the bunch separation is five metersin both cases, this corresponds to a
bunch-harmonic number of 17 424 for the Colliderand 2160 for the HEB. The bunch-harmonic
numberfor the Collider is defined here as the number of bunches that can be storedwith a five-
meter bunch separation. Since the HEB bunch separation is six times larger titan the Collider
bucket separation, only every sixth Collider bucket will contain particles. Thus, the harmonic
numberfor the Collider is six times largerthan the bunch harmonicnumber.Every sixth bucket in
the collider will be called a "six-bucket" in this note. (The one to one transferof HEB buckets to
Collider six-buckets is much easier to follow that a discussion that always includes an additional
factorof six.)
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Figure 4. Schematicof the CoggingProcess. CopiedfromSSC-N-685,akaSSCL-A-5,a note
preparedbyJackPatersonandMlguelFurman.

The coarse cogging will be done with the ff frequencies of the HEB and Collider locked
together to a constant relative phase. As described above in Section 4.0, the phase locking also
locks the bunch separation of the HEB to equal the six-bucket separation in the Collider, and this
in turn locks the relative circumferences of the two machines into an integer relationship. Due to
the relative circumferences of the two machines, when a bunch in the HEB goes around once, a
bucket in the Collider will have advanced 2160 six-bucket spacings. After eight revolutions of a
bunch in the HEB a bucket in the Collider will have advanced 17 280 six-bucket spacings. This is
equivalent to the bucket in the Collider moving backward by 144 six-bucket spacings. Thus,
during every eight revolutions in the HEB the relative Collider bucket will move backward by
144 six-bucket spaces. After one HEB revolution the original collider bucket will have advanced
2160 six-bucket positions; after 1+8 HEB revolutions the original collider bucket will have
advanced 2160-144 six-bucket positions; and after l+n8 HEB revolutions the original collider
bucket will have advanced 2160-144n six-bucket positions. For n = 15, or 121 revolutions in the

HEB the original Collider bucket will be back at the starting point. The revolution time in the HEB
is 10 800 m/c = 36 gs, and therefore the collider bucket will return to its original position every
0.0044 s. It is thus possible to align the first HEB bunch into any single 144 desired-bucket section
of the Collider simply by waiting up to 0.0044 s.

5.2 Fine Cogging for the HUB to Colllder Transfer

The first HUB bunch will align with any single 144 six-bucket section of the Collider simply
by waiting, but within each 144 six-bucket section the first HUB bunch will always align with the
same specific CoUider six-bucket on each successive alignment. This situation is a result of the
integer relationship that exists between the I-IEB and Collider circumferences. Unlocking the
integer relationship will allow the alignment position to move to another place within any single
144 six-bucket section of the Collider.
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Since the phase locking requires that the beam be radially displaced in one direction, it is
desirable to allow the option of moving either way to get from the nearest 144 six-buckets to the
exact six-bucket required for the transfer. (During the cogging it is desired to have the option of
radially displacing the beam in the opposite way as that required by the phase lock so as to use the
most good field aperture of the magnets.) Thus, we want to allow the capability of moving the
Collider six-bucket the full 144 spaces.

5.2.1 Changing the Rf Phase

We desire to change the relative phase of the HEB ff cavities by an amount sufficient to move
the HEB bucket up to 144 six-bucket spacings in the Collider. This is a phase shift of 144 HEB
rf cycles. Defining the phase to be zero at the instant a relative phase change operation begins
results in the phase of the HEB rf cavity being defined as

T

OHEB= I dt fRFHEB, (23)
0

and the six-bucket phase of the collider ff cavity being defined as

T

t_COL= (1/6) I dt fRFCOL, (24)
0

and therefore the relative phase difference between the HEB ff and Collider six-bucket ff is

T

A¢ =¢HEB- ¢COL= I dt [fRFHEB - (1/6) fRFCOL] • (25)
0

Getting the bunch spacing right, as discussed above in Section 4.0 is accomplished by setting
the HEB ff frequency equal to one sixth the collider ff frequency, fP,FHEa = (I/6)fRFCOL,and this
locks the relative phase. To change the phase to a new value, it is necessary to change the HEB rf
frequency away from its locked value, and then, when the correct phase change has occurred, the
HEB ff frequency must be relocked to fRFHEB= (I/6)fRFCOL.

5.2.2 The Rf Phase Change During a Non.adiabatic Rf Frequency Change

Section 4 presents two cases for a non-adiabatic ff frequency change without a significant
longitudinal emittance growth. It will be shown that the best way to cause phase shifts is to deal

with Case I only, that is a required ff frequency change greater than or equal to 9.625 Hz will be
used. For that case, defining t = 0 as the time a frequency change operation begins, the ff frequency
can be changed with a time profile determined by the following equations, (which describe an ff
frequency time dependence simihc" to that shown in Figure 2).

fRFHEB = (ll6)fRFCOL; t < 0, (26)

fRFHEB = (I/6)fRFCoL+B(160)t; 0 < t < Tsl2, (27)

fRFHEB = (ll6)fRFCOL+B(160)(Tsl2)+B(140)(t-TsI2); TS/2 < t < TS/2+ T2 , (28)
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fRFHEB= (ll6)fRFCOL+B(160)(Tsl2)+B( 140)/'2+ B(160)(t-Tsl2-T2); Tsl2+T2<t<Ts+T2 , (29)

fRFI-IEB= (ll6)fRFCOL+B(160)(Ts+B(140)T2; t= Ts + T2 . (30)

As discussed more fully in Section 4, the first (Eq. (27)) and third (Eq. (29)) ramps last for one
half of a synchrotron period. During these ramps the synchronous phase is 160 degrees, one
synchrotron period is Ts = 0.25 s, the ff voltage is V = 160 000 V and the rate of frequency change
is B(160) = 38.5 Hz 2. In between the first and second ff frequency ramps is a second ramp
(Eq. (28)) with V = 860 000 V and B(140) ---387 Hz 2.

The amount of time devoted to the second ramp, T2, can arbitrarily range from 0 to the value
associated with the maximum allowable frequency change. Note that in each temporal range

fR_a-mBhas the form

fRFI-IEB= (I/6)fRFCOL + C1 + C2(t-TA) ; TA< t < TA + TB . (31)

Therefore the integrated phase advance in each temporal range is,

orB-q)
A_Aa = _ dt [CI+C 2 (t-TA)] = C1TB + C2 (TB)2/2. (32)

ra

Therefore, the phase change resulting from the first half synchrotron oscillation (Eq. (27),
(the first frequency ramp) is AOl = B(160)(Ts)2/8, the phase change resulting from the second
frequency ramp (described by Eq. (28)) is Ate2= B(160)(Ts/2)T 2 + B(140)(T2)2/2, and the phase
change resulting from the second half synchrotron oscillation (Eq. (29), the third frequency
ramp) is Ate3= B(160)(Ts/2) 2+ B(140)(Ts/2) T2+ B(160)(Ts)2/8.

The phase change associated with changing the rf frequency is A%AMI'= AOl+ Ate2+ A%,

AORAMP = B(160)(Ts)212 + [B(160)+B(140)](Tsl2)T 2 + B(140)(T2)212 . (33)

5.2.3 The Rf Phase Change During a Complete Rf Frequency Change Cycle

In the proposed phase change process, the frequency will begin at the desired value given in
Eq. (26), be changed according to the frequency ramps specified in Eqs. (27), (28) and (29), and
then remain at the new, changed frequency given by Eq. (30) for an arbitrary amount of time T3.
After the time T3has elapsed the frequency will be ramped back to the value of Eq. (26) in a return
ramp that is symmetric to the ramps given in Eqs. (27), (28) and (29). (Note that the deceleration
ramp will use the symmetric decelerating phases %1= 200 degrees and %2= 220 degrees.) The
phase change occurring during T3 is A%=B(160)TsT3+B(140)T2T 3 and the phase change
occurring during the symmetric return ramp is the same as that given in Eq. (33), and therefore the
total phase change during a complete ff frequency change cycle is

A_bCYCLE = B(160)(Ts)2+[B(160)+B(140)] TsT2+B(140)(T2)2+B(160)TsT3+B(140)T2T3 . (34)
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5.2.4 The Maximum Allowable Rf Frequency Change; an Expression for T2MAx

In order to change the relative phase of the HEB rf cavities by an amount sufficient to move
• the HEB bucket up to 144 six-bucket spacings in the Collider it will be necessary to move the pro-

tons radially in the HEB in order to change their HEB recirculation circumference. It is desirable
to keep the radial displacement less than or equal to two millimeters, in order to avoid beam loss.
(If the radial displacement is greater than two millimeters the field quality in the magnets deterio-
rates to an extent large enough to cause beam loss.) The circumference of the HEB is related to an
average radius by the following expression.

CHEB = 2grHEB (35)

Thus, the differential radius is related to the differential circumference by

ACHEB/CHEB = ArHEB/rHEB , or ACHEB = CHEB(ArHEBlrHEB) . (36)

With CHErt= l0 800 m, rHEa = 1719 m, and since we wish to keep the maximum value of
ArHEs = 2 ram, the maximum value of the differential circumference is ACHEs = 1.25 cm.

Arranging a displacement in the radial position of the HEB beam can be done by accelerating
(decelerating) the beam. The differential circumference is related to the differential momentum by

ACHEB/CHEB = ()'THEB)-2APHEB/PHEB. (37)

In Eq. (37) YTHEBis the transition energy of the HEB divided by the rest mass of the proton,
YTHEB= 34.475. Thus, the differential momentum required to move the beam radially by the
maximum allowable 2 mm is

_HEB/PHEB -'-(VTHEB)2ACHEB/CHEB= (_FHEB)2ArHEBlrHEB-'- 1.38 × 10-3 . (38)

The required momentum change can be arranged by changing the ff frequency. Recalling
Eq. (9) from Section 4.1,

8fRF/fRF= 8fo/fo = 8v/v - 8C/C = -rl_-2(SE/Es) , (9)

and combining Eq. (9) with equation (38) and doing some rearranging leaves an expression for the
frequency change required to move the beam radially by two millimeters,

AfRFMAx = -fRFTI_-2(AE/Es) =-fRFTI(Ap/ps) =- 1.16 x 10-6fRF = 70 nz. (39)

Since the frequency change in Eq. (39) is the change that results in the maximum allowable
radial displacement, Eq. (39) is the maximum allowable freqaency change that can occur at flat
top. Since we desire to change the phase of the HEB cavity relative to the Collider cavity, Eq. (39)
represents an upper bound on the amount of frequency change we can employ in changing the
phase.

Equating the frequency change given in Eq. (30) to the magnitude of the maximum allowable

frequency change as determined in Eq. (39) leaves an expression for evaluating T2MAX,which is
the maximum allowed value of T2,

AfRFMAX= 70 Hz = B(160)T S + B(140)T2MAX. (40)
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5.2.5 A Numerical Estlmate of the Time Required for Fine Cogging

It is noted above in Section 4.3 that for HEB at flat top, h = 2160, A = 3.5 eV-sec, Es = 2 x
1012 eV, _ = 1,rl = 8.4 × 10 4, Q = e, fg F = 60 MHz andfo =fRF/h - 27.8 KHz. Forthecase of Osl
= 160 degrees, V(160) = 160 000 V,fs(160) = 4 ttz and B(160) = 38.5 Hz2. For the case of _s2 =
140 degrees, I/(140) = 860 000 V,fs(140) = 8,6 Hz and 8(140) = 387 Hz 2. Thus, Eq. (40) can be
solved for T2MAX,

T2MAX= (70Hz-B(160)Ts)/B(140)=[70-(38"5)(O'25)]Hz/[387Hz2]=0"155s" (41)

Substituting B(160) - 38.5 Hz2,8(140) = 387 Hz2, T2 = T2MAX= 0.155 Sand Ts = 0.25 s into
Eq. (34) leaves

A_CYCLE(T2 = T2MAX=0,155 s, T$ = 0.25 s) = B(160)(Ts)2 +

[B(160)+B(140)]Ts72+B(140)(T2)2+B(160)FsTa+B(140)T273= 38.5(0.25)2 (42)

+[38.5+387](0.25)(0.155) + 387 (0.155)2 + [38.5(0.25) + 387(0.155)]T3 = 28.2 + 69.6T 3 .

The fine cogging must be capable of moving an HEB bucket by a relative phase of between
A_cvcL8= At_caMh_and A_CVCLE= A_CHMIN+ 144 in order for the HEB bucket to be able to visit
all possible Collider six-buckets. With AOCHMIN= 28.2, varying T3 between 0 and

T3MAX= 144/69.6 = 2.1 s (43)

will allow every possible Collider six-bucket to be aligned with the firstHEB bucket for a possible
transfer. The total time required to complete the fine cogging is

TFINECOGGING= T3MAX+ 2T2MAX+ 2Ts = 3 s. (44)

5.3 Non-adiabatic Fine Cogging - A Discussion

As discussed in Section 4.5, duringcommissioning of the HEB it is likely that a determination
of constructionerrorswill be made, and that the HEB and Collider ff cavities can be phase locked
to a constant relative phase immediately upon the start of flat top. While the cavities are locked
together, a determinationmust be madeas to how much of a phaseadvance is requiredby the fine
cogging. Once the amount of fine cogging is known, Eq. (42) can be used to determinethe amount
of time, T3,that the beam must spend at its maximum frequency offset in order to arrangefor the
fine cogging. Once the requiredT3 is known, the ff voltage can be suddenly increased to 160 kV
and the frequency of the HEB increased linearlyat a rateof 38.5 Hzz forone half of a synchrotron
period, followed immediately by a sudden increase in the rf voltage to 860 kV and an increase in
the HEB ff frequency of 387 Hz2 for 0.155 s, followed immediately by a sudden decreaseof the ff
voltage back to 160 kV and an increase of the HEB ff frequency of 38.5 Hz2 for another half
synchrotronperiod,followed immediatelyby a decreaseof the rf voltage to 38.5 kV and a constant
rf frequency.The rf frequency should remainconstant at the new value for a time equal to T3, and
then the rf voltage can be suddenlyincreasedto 160 kV andthe frequency of the HEB decreased
linearly at a rate of 38.5 Hz2 for one half of a synchrotronperiod, followed immediatelyby a
suddenincrease in the ff voltage to 860 kV and a furtherdecrease in the HEB ff frequencyof
387 Hz2, followed immediatelyby a suddendecreaseof the ff voltage back to 160 kV anda final
decreaseof the HEBff frequencyof 38.5 Hz2 foranotherhalf synchrotronperiod.At this point the
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fine cogging will be complete, and the HEB and Collider rf cavities can be locked to a constant
relative phase. Coarse cogging will be accomplished simply by waiting. The proper cogging
instantwill occurevery0.0044 s once the finecogging is complete.

Here it has been calculatedthat the synchrotronperiodduringthe change in rf frequencyof
38.5 Hz2 (when the rf voltage is 160 kV) is 0.25 s. Duringcommissioningthe rate of frequency
change and the voltage duringthe rampscan be varied somewhatfrom what is described hereto
obtainthe minimumexperimentallyobservedlongitudinalemittance growth.The importantpoint
is that once the first,secondand thirdfrequencyrampsare determinedin such a way thatleadsto
minimumlongitudinalemittancegrowth,fromEq. (42),

A_CYCLE--... 28.2 + 69.6T3 ,

whichcan be altered tobe

_$CYCLE-$0 + KT3, (45)

where_oandK areanexperimentallydeterminedconstantsdependentonlyonthefrequency
changeramps.Thus,aslongasthesamefrequencychangerampisusedoneverycycle,aunique,
experimentallydetermined,expressioncanbeusedtodeterminetheamountoftime,T3,required
toachievethedesiredfinecoggingphaseadvanceA_CaANO_..

Analysisiseasierusingtimeasa variable,butinstrumentationmay beeasierusingphase
advanceasavariable.Theprocessoffrequencychangewilllikelybeaccomplishedbytakinga
referencesignalthatisgeneratedtobesynchronouswiththebeamintheCollider(or,ifthereisno
beamintheColliderthesignalwillbesynchronouswiththeColliderrf),andaddingtosucha
signalafrequencygeneratedbya phaseshifter.The phaseshifterwillsupplythechangeramps
andphaseadvance.Oncethechangerampsarespecifieditwillbeestablishedhow muchphase
advanceoccursinthechangeramps.Thus,ratherthanspecifyinga lengthoftimethatthefully
changedfrequencyremainsconstant,itwillprobablybeeasiertodeterminehow muchphase
advanceisneededtoalignthebeams,subtractthephaseadvanceknowntooccurintheramps,and
thensenda signaltothephaseshiftertoadvancetheremainingphaseduringthemaximum
frequencyoffset.

This entire process must be simulated (with ESME) to determine how well the proposed
proces:maintainslongitudinalemittance.Includedin theESME studyshouldbe a realisticlimitas
to how tast therf voltage can be increased.

It may be desirous to decrease the rf frequency prior to the wait of T3, and increase it
afterward,ratherthan the ordermentionedin the first paragraphof this subsection. The goal will
be to move thebeam radiallyin the directionoppositeto thatrequiredby theconstructionerrors.

Also note thatthe physical picture behind this proposal (see Figure 3 above) is to suddenly
switch to an accelerating bucket (by imposing a linear rf frequencychange and a stepped rf
voltage),wait half of a synchrotronoscillationand thenswitchto a secondacceleratingbucket(by
changing again the frequencyramp and voltage) which is now centeredon the displacedbeam
distribution. This process could be subdividedby making many such changes. The example
chosen here steps the phase by 20 degrees and then by another20 degrees. Variationsof the
processcan use moresteps, withthe importantidea to use the synchrotronoscillationto minimize
longitudinalemittance growth, a multistep process would simply take more time to complete.
Nonetheless, if sufficient longitudinal emittance dilution is caused by the two step process
proposedhere, a multi-stepprocessshouldbe investigated.
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Lastly note that there are at least four other ways to accomplish the fine cogging.

1. The same radial displacement can be achieved by "adiabatically" changing the ff
phas,:. This option would require more time, four 1.5-s parabolas, or an additional
6 s, than the process proposed here.

2. The rf systems of the entire SSC complex can be synchronized so that the fine
cogging occurs automatically. This option requires relaxation of some feedback
loops. If the magnet ramp is different than planned, a predetermined fine cogging
requirement on the rf cavity would lead to radial beam wandering.

3. The cogging can be done during the ramp. This option has the same drawback as
option 2.

4. The acceleration (deceleration) can be done by jumping the phase to form _n
accelerating (decelerating) bucket. This option results in a frequency change with
little emittance growth and results in flexibility during the ramp and is discussed
more in the following subsection.

$.4 An Optional Acceleration Scheme for the Fine Cogging

Rather than following several linear ramps appropriately timed in order to accelerate the beam
to provide the radial displacement required for the fine cogging, it may be desirous to accelerate
the beam in a single frequency ramp. Such a situation can result when it is realized that what
causes emittance dilution is a situation where the center of the beam distribution no longer
coincides with the synchronous phase. This emittance dilution causing situation can arise if a
frequency ramp is started, as just discussed. But the previous discussion assumed that the
frequency ramp was always continuous. If, when the frequency ramp starts and the voltage is
suddenly increased, a phase jump is also made to occur, the center of the beam can remain at the
synchronous phase throughout the frequency change process. This option can be used to accelerate
the beam by doing three things simultaneously: 1) jumping the phase by 40 degrees so that the
synchronous particle suddenly sees a phase of 140 degrees; 2) jumping the rf voltage to
860 000 V; and 3) starting a linear frequency ramp of 387 Hz2. These conditions should remain in
effect for 0.18 s so that the full two millimeter radial excursion is in place, and once the 0.18 s has
elapsed three things must be done simultaneously: 1)jumping the phase by 40 degrees so that the
synchronous particle suddenly sees a phase of 180 degrees; 2) jumping the rf voltage to 38 700 V;
and 3) stopping the frequency ramp.

This optional acceleration scheme fits into the fine cogging scenario in the same way as the
acceleration scheme discussed above. The timing measurements will determine how much phase
advance is required, and the amount of phase advance occurring during the acceleration and
deceleration ramps will be subtracted leaving the amount of phase advance that must occur while
the frequency is at its maximum displacement. The hardware will be set to advance the phase by
just this amount.

This optional scheme clearly is easier to understand and calculate, but it is not clear which
scheme will be easier to implement. There are therefore two viable options to consider for the
acceleration required to complete the fine cogging.
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S.5 Summary of the Cogging Process
During commissioningit will be determinedwhat radialposition offset resultsin a condition

where the HEB and Collider circumferencesare related by their design harmonic numbers.
• Accelerationcycles will thenreachflattop withthebeamin such a radialoffset, andthe HEB and

Colliderrf cavities can thereforebe lockedto a constantrelativephaseimmediatelyat the onset of
flat top. Once locked, electronicsmustbe able to determinehow muchphase advanceis required
to fine-cog the beam, The beamwill thenbe acceleratedto a new radialdisplacementso that the
phasecan advanceandthenbe deceleratedbackto thelocked radialposition.The accelerationcan
be accomplishedin one of two ways, asdiscussedin the precedingsections.

Once the finecogging is complete,coarse cogging will happenautomatically,with the proper
transferconditionsbeingmet every0.0044 s. The exact amountof timebetweenproperconditions
is impossible to determine in advance, due to the presence of construction errors.Once the
machines are built, however, this time will be fixed and determinableexperimentally. The
importantpoint is to arrangethekickersto fire whenproperconditionsare met, and thatonce fine
cogging is completetheseconditionsregularlyand predictablyappear.

6.0 GETTING THE CORRECT ENERGY AND LONGITUDINAL SPREAD

The presentdesign of the SuperColliderincorporatesa 60 MHzrf systeminto theHEB and a
360 MHz rf system into the Collider. As a result of this, and other machine parameters,the
equilibriumbunchlength in the HEB is too long formatchinginto the Collider,and consequently
the equilibrium energy spread is too small. In order to arrange for the correct energy and
longitudinalspatialspreads,thevoltage of therf cavity will be variedprogrammaticallyjust prior
to ejection. The specificprogrammedvoltage variationleadsto what is called a "bunchrotation"
of thebeam.

When plottedin phasespace (energyalongone axis, temporalspread alongtheotheraxis) the
beamparticleswill occupy some area, called thebuncharea.Ellipses can be drawnthatsurround
various numbers of particles, such as the ellipse containing 95% of the particles. Individual
particleswill traverseelliptical paths in phase space, due to an interactionbetween their arrival
timeat therfcavity andthe timingof theirrecirculation.(If a particlearrivesatthecavitytoo early
(late), itwill get too much(little)of acceleratingvoltage.Since it gets too much(little)of a kick, it
is accelerated(decelerated)and it will take longer(shorter)for it to returnto the ff cavity•Thus,
overtime theparticlewill arrivetoo late, thentoo early,etc. Viewed in phasespace, such a pattern
is describedby an ellipticaltrajectory.)

The height(the energyspread)of an ellipse in phasespace is determinedby thevoltage on the
rf cavity.Afterall cogging is completetherf voltage will be 38.7 kV as determinedin Reference1.
It is also determinedin ReferenceI thatunderthis low voltage conditionthe beamhas a relatively
low momentumspreadof Op/pffi1.65 x 10-5 and a relativelylong longitudinalspatialspreadof oz
ffi318 ram.The ellipse surroundingthe particlesand the ellipse of thecontainingbucketare both
very short(smallmomentumspread)andfat(largelongitudinalspatialspread).Ifthevoltage of the
cavity is now suddenly increased to 860 kV,the bucket containing the particles will suddenly
become muchtaller(themomentumspreadassociatedwiththe separatrixwill become muchlarger)
andthe individualparticlesin theshort fat ellipse will follow trajectoriesassociatedwiththe new

• bucket.Thisprocesshastheeffectof rotatingtheoriginalellipse until it is tall andthin;i.e., it leads
to a shorteningof the longitudinalspatialspreadandan increasein theenergyspread.
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Reference 1 presentstheresultsof calculationsof thematchedvaluesof Op/pando z.Afterthe
increase in rf voltage to 860 kV the matchedmomentumspreadof the beam increasesto Op/p=
3.58 x 10-s while the longitudinalspread of thebeam decreasesto o z- 147 ram.But thebeamis
not matchedto thebuckethere,ratherthereis a rotatingellipse. Nonetheless, thematchedcase can
be used to arriveat an estimate of Op/pand oz for the unmatchedcase. Near the center of the
bucketall of theellipses will be nested.On each such ellipse theratioof Op/pto Ozis a constant,
andthis ratio forthe matchedcase is 3.58 x 10-s/147 mm. The unmatchedellipse startsout with
oz = 318 mm priorto the onset of bunchrotation,and theheight of its matchedtrajectoryis thus

Op/pffi( 3.58 x 10-5/147mm)(318 ram) = (7.74 x 10-5). (46)

The phase space areashouldnot change muchduringthe shorttime the bunch is allowed to
rotate.Since the initial phasespace area associatedwith the one standarddeviation quantities is
e = (Op/p)(oz) = (1.65 x 10-s)(318 ram),the longitudinalspreadof the rotatedbunchwill be

Ozfe./(Op/p)=(1.65 x 10-s)(318mm)/(7.74 x 10-5)=67.8mm. (47)

The time required for this process is one quarterof a synchrotronperiod. One synchrotron
periodcorrespondingto thecase afterthevoltage increaseis calculatedinReference I to be 9.8 Hz.
Thus, bunchrotationwill take25.5 ms.

Note thatthebunchrotationprocessshouldbe simulatedwithESMEas a check to see thatthe
approximationof nested phasespace trajectoriesis adequateandalso to determinethe amountof
longitudinalemittancedilutionexpectedto resultfrom theprocess.

7.0 REQUIRED HARDWARE CAPABILITIES

This note has assumed thatall of the beam quantities are knownbut, in practice, hardware
must be used to determine the values of the beam properties. Also, this note assumes that
manipulationsof therf cavity can be done instantly,if desired,butin actualitysuch manipulations
will requiresome finite time. This section will discuss the tolerances of the hardware needed to
arrangeforpropertransferof the protonbeamfrom theHEB to theCollider.Note thatthese specs
arederivedfrom whatis requiredfor fiattop manipulationsonly.Otherconsiderationsmay lead to
morestringenttolerances thanthose given here.

1. The tolerance on the acceptable momentum error for the batch comes from the
capability of the longitudinaldamperof the Collider.A momentumerrorwill leadto
a dipole oscillation of the bunches in the Collider, and these oscillations can be
damped.The presentlyplanned longitudinaldampercan damp away two degreesof
60 MHz phase offset, or a longitudinal position error of 28 ram.Since the bunch
spread at transfer time is oz = 68 mm, this implies that the dampers can
accommodate injection errorsof 40% of the transferredbeam spreads.The relative
momentumspreadat transfer time is Op/p= 7.74 x 10"s, a_idthereforeit is required
that the central momentum be set to a toleranceof Ap/p = 0.4Op/p= 3 x 10-s .
In a dipole magnetic field the particle momentum is p = eBr where e is the proton
charge, B the magnetic field in the dipole and r the particle radius in the dipole. By
keeping the beam centered in the dipole so that Ar/r = 0, the relative error in
momentum is Ap/p ffiAB/B. In the superconducting magnets of the HEB the
magnetic field is predominantlydeterminedby the current through the coils, Ap/p=
AB/B = AI/I. Thus, it is needed that the hardwarebe capable of setting the current in
the magnets to a relative error of AI/I ffi3 × I0-s forpropertransferof beam from
the HEB to the Collider.
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2. The above spec on the magnet current was derived assuming that the beam is kept in
the center of the magnets, and to accomplish such a feat it is necessary that the
position of the beam be detected. In a dispersive region the beam will obtain a

, horizontal offset given by the dispersion function multiplied by the momentum
offset, Ar = DAp/p. With a typical value for the dispersion function of D = 2 m, and

aan observable Ar of 10 microns, this implies tha' .pickup monitor will be able to
detect arelative momentum error ofAp/p = 5 × 10-°. Since this relative momentum
detection capability is much less than the tolerance allowed for the relative current
error, spec 1 is adequate provided the Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) at a place in
the HEB where there is a 2-m dispersion are capable of detecting beam position to
10 microns.

3. The requirement of phase locking of the rf cavities so that emittance growth is
avoided during transfer is determined by the longitudinal damping system. The
planned Collider longitudinal damping system can handle an input phase error of
15 degrees of the 360 MHz rf, so the HEB and Collider ff systems must be lockable
to a constant relative phase plus or minus two degrees of the 60 MHz rf.

4. The hardware must be capable of determining the position of the desired bucket in
the Collider to which the first proton bunch is to be transferred, as well as the posi-
tion of the first proton bunch in the HEB to such an accuracy that it is known which
individual bucket the transfer will be made to. This must be done to about 1/10 of a
bucket size; the timing of arrival of the first HEB proton bunch and the desired
Collider bucket must be known to abo)lt 400 ps. This constraint is discussed more
fully in Section 7.1.

5. Once the timing of the first proton bunch and the desired Collider bucket are known,
the hardware must be capable of programming the rf to accelerate (or decelerate) the
beam and then advance the relative phase by the correct amount to get the timing
fight to the 400-ps level. Note that a counter on a ,roperlyprogrammed phase shifter
can accomplish this task.

(Note that requirements 4 and 5 can be relaxed from 400 ps to 10 ns if the procedure
outlined in Section 7.2 is followed. However, to assure that each bunch goes to the
correct Collider bucket, the 400 ps spec must be obtained.)

6. Assuming that 1 mm is the maximum tolerable deviation from the design for the
longitudinal spatial bunch spread, and noting that the one standard deviation
longitudinal spread varies as _1/4 (which implies that the logarithmic error in V
can be four times larger than the tolerated logarithmic error in longitudinal spread),
AV/V must be less than about 5%.

7. If the bunch rotates too far or not far enough it will not have the longitudinal spatial
extent desired for transfer. The time the bunch is allowed to rotate before extraction
is determined in advance from cogging considerations. Therefore, if the beam
rotates too fast or too slowly there will result an emittance dilution. During the
bunch rotation the longitudinal size varies from 318 mm to 67.8 mm in one quarter
of a synchrotron period. Assuming this change to occur linearly a one-mm error will
occur if the synchrotron oscillation advances by 90.4 degrees rather than the planned
90 degrees. Thus, the allowed logarithmic tolerance in the synchrotron frequency is
0.4/90 = 0.0044. Since the synchrotron frequency is proportional to Vl_, which
implies that the logarithmic error in V can be two times larger than the tolerated
logarithmic error in synchrotron frequency, AV/V must be less than about 1%.
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8. Beam ejectionmustbe done whenthepropertimingconditionsaremet for transfer.
Transferof the beaminvolves timingof bunchrotationand timingof kickerturnon.
a) A determination that proper transfer conditions are met must be done by
processors associatedwith the hardwaredescribed in requirement4. b) When the
properconditionsare met for the first time 1) the time to begin bunch rotationand
2) the time to eject thebeam are specified.These times should be determinableto
400 ps using the hardwarerequiredfor requirement4.
(Note that since fine cogging must be complete prior to beam ejection the proper
timing conditions will reappear about every Xcc = 0.0044 s as described in
Section 5.1. The exact valueof'_cc, whichwill be somewhatdifferentthan0.0044 s,
mustbe determinedexperimentally.Then,thebeamcan be transferredatany instant
of n times _cc afterthe first occurrenceof propertiming conditions.)

9. Since the bunch rotates 360 degrees in about 100 ms, and the tolerance for the
rotationis plus or minus0,4 degrees, the rapid increase in rf voltage must begin
within plus or minus 100 _tsof the correctvalue.

10. It is desiredto increasethe rf voltage by about a factorof 22 veryquickly to begin
the bunchrotation.The amountof time takento increasethevoltage mustbe similar
to the tolerance forwhen the increasestarts.The rf voltage must be increasedby a
factorof 22 in less than 100 _ts.

11. The signal to turnon the kickers mustbe done within a tolerance such that none of
the bunchesare only partiallykicked. The extraction(and abort)gap in the HEB is
103 buckets, or 515 m, or 1.72 tts. The extractionkicker rise time is 1.7 tts, so the
tolerance on the signal to turn the kickers on is plus or minus 10 ns of the correct
value.

(Note that the "correct values" specified in requirements9 and 11 will be
experimentally determined. The correct value for requirement11 will be nXcc
where n is some integerlarge enoughto ensurethatthe bunchrotationis complete,
and the correctvalue for requirement9 is nXcc minus one quarterof a synchrotron
oscillation.)

7.1 RequiredHardwareCapabilityto DetermineWhere SpecificBunchesandBuckets Are

The present design of the Super Collider calls for a 60-MHz rf system for the HEB and a
360-MHz rf system for the Collider.This leads to a situation where the bunch separationin the
HEB is six times greater thanwhat could be achieved in the Collider.Thus, the design intends
to fill every sixth bucket in the Collider, with the remaining 5/6ths of the buckets empty. (A
bucket is an areain longitudinal phase space capable of storingparticles.) This scenario places
a large burden on the system used to get the timing of the beam transfercorrect.

If the CoUiderused a 60-MHz system, and the beam was transferredto the wrongbucket, the
CoUideroperationwould not be seriously deteriorated,since, with every bucket filled, the offset of
a few positions results in a situationwhereonly a few of the buckets intendedto be filled remain
empty.The CoUideroperationis thus diminishedby the few emptybuckets out of the2000 thatare
to be transferred.

However,since the presentdesign calls for 5 of every 6 buckets to be empty, if thebatch of
protonsfrom the HEB is sent to the Colliderwith an error of just one Colliderbucket, none of the
transferredbatchwill participatein SuperCollisions, as they will reachthe crossing point at the
wrongtime.
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Since the first bunch in each batch must be transferred from the HEB into the single correct

Collider bucket, we must have some way of knowing where the bunch is within the HEB. And,
since the relevant point is to send in new batches so that they collide with batches already in the

. Collider, we must also know where the occupied Collider buckets are. It is assumed here that

phase locking of the HEB and Collider cavities will assure that the batches are sent to the center of
a Collider bucket. The concern here is that the control electronics are sufficient to assure that the

• bunches are se_t to the correct buckets.

The total error in the transfer will be the sum of the error in the HEB timing system plus the
error in the Collider timing system. Assuming that the errors have a Gaussian occurrence, the total
standard deviation of the error is the sum of the individual standard deviations of the errors added

in quadrature, and thus the total standard deviation of the error is the square root of two times the
individual standard deviations of the errors of the timing equipment.

Here it will be assumed that we desire the right Collider bucket to be filled 99% of the time.
The probability of an error greater than "a" occurring with the assumed Gaussian distribution is
defined as

OO

1/2 iexp((_x2)/(2c_))d x
f(E>a) = ( ) × , (48)

a

where f(E>a) is defined as the probability of an error greater than "a" and o is the standard
deviation of the combined errors. The integral in Eq. (48) can not be evaluated analytically, but is
related to the error function, err x, defined as

b

) _exp(-t 2) dt (49)erf(b) = (rcl/2 ×
0

x2 dx

By making the substitution t2= 2-_ ' and hence dr- _, it can be noted that f(E>a) =a

1-erf (b) if b = _ . Looking up the value of err(b) in a table it is found that erf(b) = 0.99
2 o

for b = 1.83• The transfer will be a failure if the batches are transferred to the next or preced-

ing Collider bucket relative to the desired Collider bucket. The wrong bucket will be chosen if

the error, a, is equal to half the bucket width, since that is the distance from the bucket center

(the desired point) to the edge of the next bucket. Thus,

a = (1/2)(5/6)m/3 x 108 m/s = 1.4 ns, (50)

where the 1/2 comes from the half bucket width, (5/6)m is the CoUider bucket spacing, and
3 x 108 m/s is the speed of light. We can now solve for the required o,

a 1.4ns

o - 21/2 b 1.414 × 1.83 = 0.537ns (51)
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The ¢_just calculated is the total a for the combined errors of the HEB and Collider timing
systems. As discussed above, the individual errors must be a factor of the square root of two less
than the combined value, or

w

aHE B - 21/2 - 0.38ns = aCollider" (52)

Thus, in order to assure proper transfer of the beam from the HEB into the Collider, it is required
that the timing system have a one sigma errorof 380 ps.

7.2 Additional Hardware to Assure Proper Bunch Transmission

Section 7.1 has just calculated the requirement on the hardware that determines the position of
bunches within the ring under the assumption that such hardware will be the sole determinant in
getting the beam timing conditions correct for transfer. But, to insure proper transfer, additional
hardware should be added to the Collider that picks up the 60-MHz signal of the recirculating
Collider beam and outputs a CW sine wave phase locked to the recirculating beam. Clearly, the
phase of such a signal is locked with the Collider ff cavity but the advantage here is that if phase
locking of the HEB ff is done to a specific relative phase difference with the 60-MHz signal rather
than the 360-MHz signal, if there is an error of one full cycle the bunches will still be transferredto
the correct 1/6th subset of Collider buckets that will participate in Super Collisions; they will be
sent to a bucket 6 positions away from what is desired. This system should lock the I-IEB rf
cavities to the 60-MHz Collider-beam-generated signal to a constant relative phase plus or minus
two degrees so that the planned Collider longitudinal damping system can damp fny phase error
that occurs during transfer.

Note that cables must be used to transfer the 60-MHz signal from the CoUider beam tube to the
HEB low level ff system, and that the phase length of the cable will vary with temperature. To
compensate for this a round trip, cable should be sent out from the HEB end, with the round trip
cable tied together with the signal cable. A 60-MHz signal should be sent down the round trip
cable and one half of any additional phase delay observed in the round trip cable should be
subtracted from the phase of the signal cable.

With the hardware described here a much more relaxed specification comes about on the
hardware that determines when the individual buckets cross a given point. Since missing by 6, 12
or 24 buckets would not seriously affect luminosity, it becomes acceptable to tolerate timing
system errors of about 10 ns.

7.3 Required Hardware Specifications - Summary

The required hardware must be able to:

1. Set and monitor the drive current in the main dipole magnets to within a relative error
of Al/l = 3 x 10-5;

2. Set the momentum induced radial beam displacement at a know place of 2-m (or
,nore) dispersion within the HEB to a desired value plus or minus ten microns;

3. Lock the HEB rfcavities to a 60-MHz signal sourced from the stored Collider beam
to a known, constant relative phase within plus or minus two degrees (Note that this
can only be done when there is beam in the Collider. For injection of the first batches
into the Collider in either the CW or CCW direction the HEB rf cavities should be
locked directly to the Collider rf cavities to a known, constant relative phase within
plus or minus two degrees);
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4. Determine the time a single bunch passes aknown Collider reference point to within
400 ps;

5. Determine the time a single bunch passes a known HEB reference point to within
, 400 ps;

6. Determine how much phase advance is required from the measurements of 4 and 5
in order to obtain the proper fine cogging conditions for transfer and then implement
that phase advance to an accuracy of 400 ps;

7. Rapidly increase the ff voltage over less than a 100-_s interval;
8. Maintain the rf voltage to a value within I% of what is specified for the bunch

rotation;

9. Determine when bunch rotation should begin and when beam ejection should begin.
This can be done to within 400 ps using the hardware used to achieve requirements
4 and5.

I0. BeginthevoltageincreasewithinI00Ixsofthespecifiedbunchrotationstarttime;
and

II. Turnon theextractionkickerswithinI0nsofthespecifiedvalue.

These specs are driven by the need to have minimal longitudinal phase space growth during
transfer. Toward that end, the specs described here have assume that a l-ram error in longitudinal
position of the bunch spread is the maximum tolerable, that the longitudinal dampers in the
Collider can accommodate a maximum tolerable injection error of 15 degrees, and that every
bunch must be sent to the correct bucket at transfer time. These assumptions are good guesstimates
of what will be required, but should any of the above tolerances require great increase in cost or
effort over what would be needed for a spec somewhat more lenient, decision makers may decide
to relax the spec. Lastly, note that non-fiat-top considerations might require more stringent
tolerances than those given here.

8.0 SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS OF LONGITUDINAL GYMNASTICS OF
THE HEB AT FLAT TOP

The longitudinal gymnastics required at the fiat top of the HEB cycle are needed so that the
particle bunches can achieve the correct parameters for injection into the Collider. The particle
bunches must:

1. have the correct central momentum;

2. have the correct bunch to bunch separation;
3. have the correct timing; and

4. have the correct energy spread and longitudinal spatial spread.
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Section 7 has outlined the hardware specifications required to achieve these goals, while
Sections 3 through 6 present the detailed calculations and discussion of the individual processes
needed to achieve these goals. The purpose of this section is to sum up the processes by which the
goals are reached, and state the amount of time each process will require.

The method of obtaining the four requirements simultaneously will involve:

1. accelerating the protons to the correct momentum;
2. phase locking the rf cavities of the HEB and Collider to assure correct bunch to

bunch separation;
3. determining the timing error;
4. unlocking the rf, accelerating (or decelerating) the beam to unlock the HEB and

Collider circumferences;

5. allowing the HEB beam to align itself with the Collider buckets;
6. decelerating (or accelerating) the beam back to the correct momentum, and re-

locking the rf systems;
7. quickly increase the voltage of the HEB rf at the correct time;
8. wait 1/4 of a synchrotron period and inject into the Collider.

The maximum time it takes to complete these operations and the process involved (as
discussed in detail in the earlier sections of this report) are:

1. The momentum of the beam is specified by the radial offset of the beam at a point of
finite (--2 m) dispersion and the current through the magnets. The correct values for
these conditions will be determined during machine commissioning. The correct
momentum will be set just at the beginning of flat top. Flat top time required is 0;

2. Phase locking of the HEB and Collider rf cavities can be done when the HEB and
Collider particle circumferences are related by an integer relationship. Construction
errors will lead to a situation where this integer relationship can only be established
if the HEB beam is allowed to be radially offset. The amount of offset will be
determined during commissioning so that the HEB and Collider rf cavities can be
phase locked immediately upon reaching of flat top. Flat top time required is 0;

3. Beam pickups will determine when bunches pass known points in the Collider and
HEB and electronics will determine how much rfphase advance is needed to achieve
proper conditions for transfer.The amount of flat top time needed will be determined
by the hardware and electronicsmpresumably this will be less than 0.1 s. Flat top
time required is 0.1 s;

4. Acceleration (deceleration) of the beam at constant magnetic field in order to
achieve radial displacement can be done as described in Section 5 by changing the
rf frequency and voltage in such a way as to minimize longitudinal emittance
growth. The rf voltage will be suddenly increased to 160 kV and a phase shifter will
begin a linear change in rf frequency of 38.5 Hz2 for 0.125 s, followed immediately
by a sudden increase in the rf voltage to 860 kV and a linear change in the HEB rf
frequency of 387 Hz2 for 0.155 s, followed immediately by a sudden decrease in the
rf voltage to 160 kV and a linear change in the HEB frequency of 38.5 Hz2 for
0.125 s. Flat top time required is 0.405 s;

5. Once the beam is radially displaced, the phase shifter can continue to run at the
constant frequency described in process 4 until proper fine cogging conditions have
been reached. Section 5 calculates that the maximum time required is 2.1 s;
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6. The HEB andColliderrf cavities can be relockedto the conect constant phase by
reversing the frequency changes specified in process 4 but keeping the time
durationsand voltagesconstantfortheoperations.Flattop time requiredis 0.405 s;

' 7. Correct coarse timing conditions occur every 0.0044 s once fine cogging is
complete.The rapidincreaseinrf voltage neededto beginbunchrotationmust occur
at a precise moment in between propertiming conditions.At most one must wait

" 0.0044 s to get the first propertiming conditionsafterfine cogging (processes4, 5
and 6) is complete to get a marker, and an additional0.0044 s for properbunch
rotationonset timing to be correct basedon that marker.Flat top time requiredis
0.0088 s;

8. Once initiatedtheone-quarterbunchrotationwill take 0.0255 s. At theend of the
bunchrotationthekickersshould be fired to inject beaminto the Collider.Flat top
timerequiredis 0.0255 s.

Totalfiattoptime requiredis thusabout3.1 s.

As mentionedin Section5, processes4 and/or6 above can be replacedwith a processthatuses
a phase andvoltage jump at thebeginning andend of a single frequencyramp in orderto do the
accelerationand/or deceleration.This alternativecan resultin a timesavings of half a secondover
thatdiscussedin theprecedingparagraph.
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